PHIT America is a national ‘Movement’ and 501(c)(3) charity dedicated to greatly improve the health and academic results of millions of children by providing increased physical activity and helping kids afford to play sports.

More and More Americans, especially children are inactive. In fact 93% are not active to healthy standards. In a global study, US kids were ranked 47th out of 50 developed countries in fitness. Sitting is the new smoking. Inactivity has severe effects on health, healthcare costs, children’s academic performance and even military readiness. 48% of all high schools have no physical education and the average budget for PE is only $762 per year for an entire school.

1. EDUCATE AMERICA ON THE ‘INACTIVITY PANDEMIC’ AND ITS RAMIFICATIONS
2. PROVIDE SOLUTIONS WITH 2 PROVEN PROGRAMS – AMPED & THE PASS - THAT GET KIDS MOVING & PLAYING SPORTS

PHIT America was founded 7 years ago and has been supported by over 100 companies. The Founder is a Jim Baugh, an Inductee in the Sports Industry Hall of Fame and Tennis Industry Hall of Fame and the former President of Wilson

More information can be found at PHITAmerica.org